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Verification of an ML compiler 

Lecture 2: 
  Data representation and  
  garbage collection



Last lecture
Sketched verification of an imperative toy compiler.

Main lemma for proving a compiler phase correct:

evaluate	  code	  s1	  =	  (res,s2)	  ∧	  res	  ≠	  Rfail	  ∧	  
state_rel	  s1	  t1	  ⇒	  
∃t2.	  evaluate	  (compile	  code)	  t1	  =	  (res,t2)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  state_rel	  s2	  t2	  

source intermediate language (IL)

target IL compiler



Last lecture (cont.)
Sketched verification of a toy imperative compiler.

Source language: Target language:

t	  =	  Dec	  string	  t	  
	  	  |	  Exp	  e	  
	  	  |	  Break	  
	  	  |	  Seq	  t	  t	  
	  	  |	  If	  e	  t	  t	  
	  	  |	  For	  e	  e	  t	  

e	  =	  Var	  string	  
	  	  |	  Num	  int	  
	  	  |	  Add	  e	  e	  
	  	  |	  Assign	  string	  e

inst	  	  
	  	  =	  Add	  reg	  reg	  reg	  
	  	  |	  Int	  reg	  int	  
	  	  |	  Jmp	  offset	  
	  	  |	  JmpIf	  reg	  offset



Last lecture (cont.)

Source language: Target language:

t	  =	  Dec	  string	  t	  
	  	  |	  Exp	  e	  
	  	  |	  Break	  
	  	  |	  Seq	  t	  t	  
	  	  |	  If	  e	  t	  t	  
	  	  |	  For	  e	  e	  t	  

e	  =	  Var	  string	  
	  	  |	  Num	  word32	  
	  	  |	  Add	  e	  e	  
	  	  |	  Assign	  string	  e	  
	  	  |	  MemOp	  …

inst	  	  
	  	  =	  Add	  reg	  reg	  reg	  
	  	  |	  Int	  reg	  word32	  
	  	  |	  Jmp	  offset	  
	  	  |	  JmpIf	  reg	  offset	  
	  	  |	  Load	  reg	  reg	  
	  	  |	  Store	  reg	  reg

We can make it less toy.

We can use 
machine types

… and have a 
memory.

These changes are easy, but 
make the source lower level.
These changes are easy, but 
make the source lower level.

Sketched verification of a toy imperative compiler.



a short demo



Question:  How is ML different?
compared with our improved toy compiler (or a C compiler)

Answer:  Abstraction

ML builds an illusion:

➡ functions are first-class values

➡ there are no hard size limits

… and also:  Safety

All ML programs have some well-defined semantics (contrast with C)

type-checked



Implementing the ML abstractions
Compiler transformations

source syntax

source AST

LanguagesValues

Parse concrete syntax
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pat. matches
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ClosLang:
last language
with closures
(has multi-arg

closures)

Infer types, exit if fail

Eliminate modules
Replace constructor 
names with numbers
Reduce declarations to
exps; introduce global vars
Make patterns exhaustive

Compile pattern matches
to nested Ifs and Lets
Rephrase language

Track where closure values
flow; annotate program

Fuse function calls/apps
into multi-arg calls/apps

Introduce C-style fast
calls wherever possible
Remove deadcode
Prepare for closure conv.

Perform closure conv.
Inline small functions
Fold constants and
shrink Lets
Split over-sized functions
into many small functions
Compile global vars into a
dynamically resized array
Optimise Let-expressions
Switch to imperative style

Remove deadcode

Combine adjacent
memory allocations
Remove data abstraction
Simplify program

Select target instructions
Perform SSA-like renaming

Force two-reg code (if req.)

Reduce caller-saved vars

Allocate register names
Concretise stack
Implement GC primitive
Turn stack access into
memory acceses
Rename registers to match
arch registers/conventions
Flatten code
Delete no-ops (Tick, Skip)
Encode program as
concrete machine code

BVL: 
functional
language 
without

closures

only 1 global,
handle in call

DataLang:
imperative
language

WordLang:
imperative

language with
machine words,

memory and
a GC primitive

StackLang:
imperative
language 

with array-like 
stack and

optional GC

LabLang:
assembly lang.

ARMv6

ARMv8 x86-64 MIPS-64 RISC-V

All languages communicate with the external world
via a byte-array-based foreign-function interface.

Move nullary constructor 
patterns upwards

Intermediate 
languages with 

functions 
 as values. 

No size limits.

No function 
values.

No size limits.

Machine types.
Strict size limits.

Machine code

ML source

The two most
interesting transitions

function values are implemented
(topic of next lecture)

data abstraction is implemented
(topic of this lecture)



Implementing the ML abstractions

Machine types.
Strict size limits.

Value types after:

machine words (32- or 64-bit)

Value type before:

	  	  v	  =	  
	  	  	  	  Number	  int	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  Word64	  word64	  
	  	  |	  Block	  num	  (v	  list)	  	  	  
	  	  |	  CodePtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  RefPtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  

mathematical integers

tuples / vectors of any length

state contains a memory 
modelled as finite map

No function 
values.

No size limits.



Implementing the ML abstractions

Value type before:

Value types after:

machine words (32- or 64-bit)

state contains a memory 
modelled as finite map

	  	  v	  =	  
	  	  	  	  Number	  int	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  Word64	  word64	  
	  	  |	  Block	  num	  (v	  list)	  	  	  
	  	  |	  CodePtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  RefPtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  

mathematical integers

tuples / vectors of any length

Question: 
can it be
realised?

This refinement is  
complicated.



Implementing the ML abstractions

Value type before:

Value types after:

machine words (32- or 64-bit)

state contains a memory 
modelled as finite map

	  	  v	  =	  
	  	  	  	  Number	  int	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  Word64	  word64	  
	  	  |	  Block	  num	  (v	  list)	  	  	  
	  	  |	  CodePtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  RefPtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  

mathematical integers

tuples / vectors of any length

This refinement is  
complicated.

It cannot be perfect  
because the target 
has fixed size limits.



evaluate	  code	  s1	  =	  (res,s2)	  ∧	  res	  ≠	  Rfail	  ∧	  
state_rel	  s1	  t1	  ⇒	  
∃t2.	  evaluate	  (compile	  code)	  t1	  =	  (res,t2)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  state_rel	  s2	  t2	  

In Lecture 1, we proved theorems of the form:

The tools from Lecture 1 adapted



the target list of I/O events must be a 
prefix of the source I/O events

The tools from Lecture 1 adapted

Modified:

we allow execution with an 
out-of-memory error

we allow execution with an 
out-of-memory error

evaluate	  code	  s1	  =	  (res,s2)	  ∧	  res	  ≠	  Rfail	  ∧	  
state_rel	  s1	  t1	  ⇒	  
∃t2	  res2.	  evaluate	  (compile	  code)	  t1	  =	  (res2,t2)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (state_rel	  s2	  t2	  ∧	  res2	  =	  res	  ∨	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  res2	  =	  RHitHardLimit	  ∧	  t2.IO	  isPrefix	  s2.IO)



The tools from Lecture 1 adapted

Modified:

The top-level correctness theorem becomes weaker:

machine_semantics	  (compile	  prog)	  	  
	  	  ∈	  extend_with_resource_limit	  (semantics	  prog)

produce a set of all prefixes …  … of these behaviours

evaluate	  code	  s1	  =	  (res,s2)	  ∧	  res	  ≠	  Rfail	  ∧	  
state_rel	  s1	  t1	  ⇒	  
∃t2	  res2.	  evaluate	  (compile	  code)	  t1	  =	  (res2,t2)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (state_rel	  s2	  t2	  ∧	  res2	  =	  res	  ∨	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  res2	  =	  RHitHardLimit	  ∧	  t2.IO	  isPrefix	  s2.IO)



The tools from Lecture 1 adapted

extend_with_resource_limit	  Crash	  =	  {	  Crash	  }	  

extend_with_resource_limit	  Terminate	  =	  {	  Terminate	  }	  

extend_with_resource_limit	  Diverge	  =	  {	  Diverge,	  Terminate	  }

In our simple setting without I/O:

The top-level correctness theorem becomes weaker:

machine_semantics	  (compile	  prog)	  	  
	  	  ∈	  extend_with_resource_limit	  (semantics	  prog)

produce a set of all prefixes …  … of these behaviours

can abruptly terminate

Question:  Is this too weak?



The tools from Lecture 1 adapted

Modified:

The top-level correctness theorem becomes weaker:

machine_semantics	  (compile	  prog)	  	  
	  	  ∈	  extend_with_resource_limit	  (semantics	  prog)

evaluate	  code	  s1	  =	  (res,s2)	  ∧	  res	  ≠	  Rfail	  ∧	  
state_rel	  s1	  t1	  ⇒	  
∃t2	  res2.	  evaluate	  (compile	  code)	  t1	  =	  (res2,t2)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (state_rel	  s2	  t2	  ∧	  res2	  =	  res	  ∨	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  res2	  =	  RHitHardLimit	  ∧	  t2.IO	  isPrefix	  s2.IO)



State relation defines abstraction

Value type before:

Value types after:

machine words (32- or 64-bit)

state contains a memory 
modelled as finite map

	  	  v	  =	  
	  	  	  	  Number	  int	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  Word64	  word64	  
	  	  |	  Block	  num	  (v	  list)	  	  	  
	  	  |	  CodePtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  RefPtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  

CakeML’s abs. complicated

configurable

Value type before:

Value types after:

32-bit machine words

	  	  sexp	  =	  
	  	  	  	  Num	  word30	  
	  	  |	  Sym	  word30	  
	  	  |	  Dot	  sexp	  sexp	  	  	  	  	  

Toy abstraction for this lecture

simplified Lisp 
s-expression

state contains a memory 
modelled as finite map

fixed & 
simple



Sketch:

Bits, Bytes, Words and Memory

Trick: lower bits used to distinguish between pointers and data.

A look at memory:

• memory is byte addressed (byte = 8 bits)

• 32-bit word = four bytes
• aligned words have address divisible by 4 (called 32-bit aligned)

…byte byte byte byte byte byte byte byte byte byte byte

address 0
address 1

address 2 address 8

{ word { word { word

…

• word-aligned pointers end in bits ‘00’



Bits, Bytes, Words and Memory

Representation of s-expressions:

• cons-cells (Dot) are repr. as pointer to an aligned pair of words
i.e. every cons-pointer ends in bits ‘00’

• numeric value v represented as word 4 × v + 1 (ends in bits ’01’) 
• symbol value s represented as word 4 × s + 2 (ends in bits ’10’) 

Example: (1 2) i.e. (1 . (2 . nil))

…word: 5 word: 400 word: 9 word: 2…

Representation: 200

address 200

With memory:

address 400

‘nil’ symbol number 0

Trick: lower bits used to distinguish between pointers and data.



	  	  	  val_rel	  (Val	  n)	  w	  (m,b,i)	  =	  (w	  =	  4	  ×	  n	  +	  1)	  

	  	  	  val_rel	  (Sym	  n)	  w	  (m,b,i)	  =	  (w	  =	  4	  ×	  n	  +	  2)	  

	  	  	  val_rel	  (Dot	  x1	  x2)	  w	  (m,b,i)	  =	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  word_aligned	  w	  ∧	  b	  ≤	  w	  ∧	  w+4	  <	  i	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  w+0	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  val_rel	  x1	  (m(w+0))	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  w+4	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  val_rel	  x2	  (m(w+4))	  (m,b,i)	  
	  	  	  	  

Value relation



State relation

state_rel	  s	  t	  =	  	  

	  	  s.clock	  =	  t.clock	  ∧	  
	  	  (∀k	  val.	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  lookup	  k	  s.store	  =	  Some	  val	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  ∃w.	  lookup	  k	  t.store	  =	  Some	  w	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  val_rel	  w	  val	  (t.memory,t.b,t.i))	  

⇒

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  let	  s1	  =	  {	  a	  |	  t.b	  ≤	  a	  ∧	  a	  <	  t.e	  }	  in	  
	  	  	  	  let	  s2	  =	  {	  a	  |	  t.b2	  ≤	  a	  ∧	  a	  <	  t.e2	  }	  in	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  domain	  m	  =	  s1	  ∪	  s2	  ∧	  s1	  ∩	  s2	  =	  {}	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  t.b	  ≤	  t.i	  ≤	  t.e	  ∧	  t.b2	  ≤	  t.e2	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  every	  word_aligned	  [t.b,t.i,t.e,t.b2,t.e2]

for each value, there is a 
corresponding one below 

details about 
memory layout
details about 

memory layout



State relation

Memory is split into two heaps (only one active at a time) setup:

b i e b2 e2

{
s-exps here

{
free memory

free memory used by copying GC

target region for ‘copy’

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  let	  s1	  =	  {	  a	  |	  t.b	  ≤	  a	  ∧	  a	  <	  t.e	  }	  in	  
	  	  	  	  let	  s2	  =	  {	  a	  |	  t.b2	  ≤	  a	  ∧	  a	  <	  t.e2	  }	  in	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  domain	  m	  =	  s1	  ∪	  s2	  ∧	  s1	  ∩	  s2	  =	  {}	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  t.b	  ≤	  t.i	  ≤	  t.e	  ∧	  t.b2	  ≤	  t.e2	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  every	  word_aligned	  [t.b,t.i,t.e,t.b2,t.e2]

details about 
memory layout
details about 

memory layout



Lemmas about state relation

	  	  cdr	  y	  =	  Some	  x	  ∧	  val_rel	  y	  w	  (m,b,i)	  ⇒	  

	  	  w+4	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  val_rel	  x	  (m(w+4))	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  
	  	  word_aligned	  (w+4)	  

Lemma for compiler proof:

loading an address 
corresponds to cdr

	  	  cdr	  (Dot	  x1	  x2)	  =	  Some	  x2	  
	  	  cdr	  _	  =	  None	  

Operation in Lisp:



	  	  	  val_rel	  (Dot	  x1	  x2)	  w	  (m,b,i)	  =	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  word_aligned	  w	  ∧	  b	  ≤	  w	  ∧	  w+4	  <	  i	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  w+0	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  val_rel	  x1	  (m(w+0))	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  
	  	  	  	  	  w+4	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  val_rel	  x2	  (m(w+4))	  (m,b,i)	  
	  	  	  	  

	  	  cdr	  (Dot	  x1	  x2)	  =	  Some	  x2	  
	  	  cdr	  _	  =	  None	  

	  	  cdr	  y	  =	  Some	  x	  ∧	  val_rel	  y	  w	  (m,b,i)	  ⇒	  

	  	  w+4	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  val_rel	  x	  (m(w+4))	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  
	  	  word_aligned	  (w+4)	  

Operation in Lisp:

Lemma for compiler proof:

loading an address 
corresponds to cdr



	  	  compile_exp	  (Cdr	  e)	  =	  	  
	  	  	  	  MemOp	  Load	  (Add	  (compile_exp	  e)	  (Num	  4))

	  	  cdr	  y	  =	  Some	  x	  ∧	  val_rel	  y	  w	  (m,b,i)	  ⇒	  

	  	  w+4	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  val_rel	  x	  (m(w+4))	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  
	  	  word_aligned	  (w+4)	  

Implementation in compiler:

Lemma for compiler proof:

loading an address 
corresponds to cdr



Lemmas about state relation

	  	  plus	  (Val	  w1)	  (Val	  w2)	  =	  Some	  (Val	  (w1	  +	  w2))	  
	  	  plus	  _	  _	  	  =	  None	  

Operation in Lisp:

	  	  plus	  x	  y	  =	  Some	  res	  ∧	  
	  	  val_rel	  x	  w1	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  val_rel	  y	  w2	  (m,b,i)	  ⇒	  
	  	  val_rel	  res	  (w1	  +	  w2	  -‐	  1)	  (m,b,i)	  

Lemma for compiler proof:

why do we subtract one?



	  	  plus	  (Val	  w1)	  (Val	  w2)	  =	  Some	  (Val	  (w1	  +	  w2))	  
	  	  plus	  _	  _	  	  =	  None	  

	  	  plus	  x	  y	  =	  Some	  res	  ∧	  
	  	  val_rel	  x	  w1	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  val_rel	  y	  w2	  (m,b,i)	  ⇒	  
	  	  val_rel	  res	  (w1	  +	  w2	  -‐	  1)	  (m,b,i)	  

Operation in Lisp:

Lemma for compiler proof:

why do we subtract one?

	  	  	  val_rel	  (Val	  n)	  w	  (m,b,e)	  =	  (w	  =	  4	  ×	  n	  +	  1)	  

Reminder about the definition:

30-bit wrap-around semantics



memory is updated

Lemmas about state relation

	  	  cons	  x1	  x2	  =	  Some	  (Dot	  x1	  x2)	  

Operation in Lisp:

	  	  cons	  x	  y	  =	  Some	  res	  ∧	  	  
	  	  val_rel	  x	  w1	  (m,b,i)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  val_rel	  y	  w2	  (m,b,i)	  ==>	  

	  	  val_rel	  res	  i	  (m[i	  ↦	  w1,	  i+4	  ↦	  w2],b,i+8)	  

Question:  what’s wrong with this lemma statement?

might wrap around

… might not be safe



assume there is space

assume memory layout

memory is updated

Lemmas about state relation

	  	  cons	  x1	  x2	  =	  Some	  (Dot	  x1	  x2)	  

Operation in Lisp:

	  	  cons	  x	  y	  =	  Some	  res	  ∧	  state_rel	  s	  t	  ∧	  t.i	  +	  8	  <=	  t.e	  ∧	  
	  	  val_rel	  x	  w1	  (t.memory,t.b,t.i)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  val_rel	  y	  w2	  (t.memory,t.b,t.i)	  ==>	  

	  	  val_rel	  res	  t.i	  (t.memory[i	  ↦	  w1,	  i+4	  ↦	  w2],t.b,t.i+8)	  ∧	  
	  	  t.i	  ∈	  domain	  m	  ∧	  t.i	  +	  4	  ∈	  domain	  m	  

A better one:



Implementation of cons

if not (t.i + 8 ≤ t.e) then:

Pseudo code:

call alloc subroutine

mem[t.i] = w1
mem[t.i+4] = w2
t.i := t.i + 8

run the copying GC

if not (t.i + 8 ≤ t.e) then:

halt execution
return

fast and simple check

requires verified GC

Exercise: Sketch memory layout and cons-code 
for a mark-and-sweep garbage collector.



What do we need to prove 
about the GC?

∀s	  t.	  	  state_rel	  s	  t	  	  ⇒	  	  state_rel	  s	  (run_gc	  t)

… has no impact
on the abstract state.

running the GC …

Question



Garbage collection in CakeML

GC introduced

GC calls concretised

Compiler transformations

source syntax

source AST

LanguagesValues

Parse concrete syntax
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no modules

no cons names

no declarations

exhaustive
pat. matches

no pat. match

3
2

-b
it

w
o
rd

s

ClosLang:
last language
with closures
(has multi-arg

closures)

Infer types, exit if fail

Eliminate modules
Replace constructor 
names with numbers
Reduce declarations to
exps; introduce global vars
Make patterns exhaustive

Compile pattern matches
to nested Ifs and Lets
Rephrase language

Track where closure values
flow; annotate program

Fuse function calls/apps
into multi-arg calls/apps

Introduce C-style fast
calls wherever possible
Remove deadcode
Prepare for closure conv.

Perform closure conv.
Inline small functions
Fold constants and
shrink Lets
Split over-sized functions
into many small functions
Compile global vars into a
dynamically resized array
Optimise Let-expressions
Switch to imperative style

Remove deadcode

Combine adjacent
memory allocations
Remove data abstraction
Simplify program

Select target instructions
Perform SSA-like renaming

Force two-reg code (if req.)

Reduce caller-saved vars

Allocate register names
Concretise stack
Implement GC primitive
Turn stack access into
memory acceses
Rename registers to match
arch registers/conventions
Flatten code
Delete no-ops (Tick, Skip)
Encode program as
concrete machine code

BVL: 
functional
language 
without

closures

only 1 global,
handle in call

DataLang:
imperative
language

WordLang:
imperative

language with
machine words,

memory and
a GC primitive

StackLang:
imperative
language 

with array-like 
stack and

optional GC

LabLang:
assembly lang.

ARMv6

ARMv8 x86-64 MIPS-64 RISC-V

All languages communicate with the external world
via a byte-array-based foreign-function interface.

Move nullary constructor 
patterns upwards

GC implemented



How do we model and verify the GC?

Copying GC illustration

Question

(a sketch on the blackboard)



Memory as a graph

Representation in memory:

23 12 1 2 0 0 0 33 12...

“(1 . 2)” pointer 

a c b d nil 9...

“(a b c d)” pointer 



Organising a verification proof

Task: construction of verified code for GC routine  

Plan: stepwise refinement from high-level specification 

Step 1: specify what GC is to achieve

Step 2: write abstract implementation 
           (small-step relation), prove correct w.r.t spec

Step 3: introduce a more concrete notion of memory,
           prove connection with small-step relation

Step 4: write and verify imperative style code with 
           concrete types



Specification of copying GC

How to model the ‘heap’ (i.e. memory) abstractly?

In the abstract, the heap is a graph. data stored in nodes

We model the graph as a finite partial map from num to heap_node.

  heap_addr ::= LHS num | RHS ’ptr_data
  heap_node ::= (heap_addr list, ’data)

misaligned ptrs are data

State = heap graph + root pointers (active pointers in program).

at this level, type variable



Reachability

GC must not delete reachable nodes. Reachable:

L3. At the third level of abstraction, we refine the non-deterministic implemen-
tation from L2 into a deterministic function which operates over a more
concrete notion of memory: heap elements now have sizes and temporary
reference cells are stored in memory alongside heap elements.

L4. At the next level, we introduce actual implementation types, e.g. addresses
become real machine addresses (aligned 32-bit words). We also subdivide
memory accesses into individual 32-bit memory reads and writes.

L5. At the lowest level of abstraction, we have the concrete ARM, x86 and
PowerPC machine code. These implementations are automatically synthe-
sised from the L4 implementation using a previously developed compiler
which produces a proof of correspondence for each compilation.

Each refinement is proved correct with respect to the layers above it. The sizes
of the manual proofs are approximately 300, 800 and 700 lines for L1/L2, L2/L3
and L3/L4, respectively. In total these proofs are less than half of the length of
the proofs described in McCreight et al. [12].

3.1 Specification – L1

We start by formalising what we mean by garbage collection in terms of a heap
represented as a finite partial (*) mapping h where addresses are natural num-
bers. The domain of h is a finite subset of N and the codomain of h consists of
pairs (as, d) where as is a list of addresses and d is some data. The type of heap
h is defined as the following using two type variables null and data. We let null
pointers be of arbitrary type so that later refinements can store data inside null
pointers, which is often done in practice.

N * (N + null) list⇥ data

We define the set of reachable addresses as the smallest inductively defined
set such that a is reachable whenever a is a root or a is pointed to by some
reachable element b. Let set as be the set of non-null addresses in the list as.

a 2 set roots

a 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 set as ^ h(b) = (as, data) ^ b 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 reach (h, roots)

The most abstract notion of garbage collection can now simply be defined
as a function filter which restricts (⌫) the domain of a heap mapping h to only
elements reachable from the root nodes.

filter (h, roots) = (h⌫(reach (h, roots)), roots)

In this paper we consider the verification of a copying garbage collector, i.e.
one which must also have the right to rearrange heap elements. For this we
define a function rename which updates all addresses in h by a given function
f : N ! N. Let map f update all non-null addresses of a list by application of f .

domain (rename f h) = image f (domain h)
(rename f h)(f(x)) = (map f as, d) whenever h(x) = (as, d)

L3. At the third level of abstraction, we refine the non-deterministic implemen-
tation from L2 into a deterministic function which operates over a more
concrete notion of memory: heap elements now have sizes and temporary
reference cells are stored in memory alongside heap elements.

L4. At the next level, we introduce actual implementation types, e.g. addresses
become real machine addresses (aligned 32-bit words). We also subdivide
memory accesses into individual 32-bit memory reads and writes.

L5. At the lowest level of abstraction, we have the concrete ARM, x86 and
PowerPC machine code. These implementations are automatically synthe-
sised from the L4 implementation using a previously developed compiler
which produces a proof of correspondence for each compilation.

Each refinement is proved correct with respect to the layers above it. The sizes
of the manual proofs are approximately 300, 800 and 700 lines for L1/L2, L2/L3
and L3/L4, respectively. In total these proofs are less than half of the length of
the proofs described in McCreight et al. [12].

3.1 Specification – L1

We start by formalising what we mean by garbage collection in terms of a heap
represented as a finite partial (*) mapping h where addresses are natural num-
bers. The domain of h is a finite subset of N and the codomain of h consists of
pairs (as, d) where as is a list of addresses and d is some data. The type of heap
h is defined as the following using two type variables null and data. We let null
pointers be of arbitrary type so that later refinements can store data inside null
pointers, which is often done in practice.

N * (N + null) list⇥ data

We define the set of reachable addresses as the smallest inductively defined
set such that a is reachable whenever a is a root or a is pointed to by some
reachable element b. Let set as be the set of non-null addresses in the list as.

a 2 set roots

a 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 set as ^ h(b) = (as, data) ^ b 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 reach (h, roots)

The most abstract notion of garbage collection can now simply be defined
as a function filter which restricts (⌫) the domain of a heap mapping h to only
elements reachable from the root nodes.

filter (h, roots) = (h⌫(reach (h, roots)), roots)

In this paper we consider the verification of a copying garbage collector, i.e.
one which must also have the right to rearrange heap elements. For this we
define a function rename which updates all addresses in h by a given function
f : N ! N. Let map f update all non-null addresses of a list by application of f .

domain (rename f h) = image f (domain h)
(rename f h)(f(x)) = (map f as, d) whenever h(x) = (as, d)

L3. At the third level of abstraction, we refine the non-deterministic implemen-
tation from L2 into a deterministic function which operates over a more
concrete notion of memory: heap elements now have sizes and temporary
reference cells are stored in memory alongside heap elements.

L4. At the next level, we introduce actual implementation types, e.g. addresses
become real machine addresses (aligned 32-bit words). We also subdivide
memory accesses into individual 32-bit memory reads and writes.

L5. At the lowest level of abstraction, we have the concrete ARM, x86 and
PowerPC machine code. These implementations are automatically synthe-
sised from the L4 implementation using a previously developed compiler
which produces a proof of correspondence for each compilation.

Each refinement is proved correct with respect to the layers above it. The sizes
of the manual proofs are approximately 300, 800 and 700 lines for L1/L2, L2/L3
and L3/L4, respectively. In total these proofs are less than half of the length of
the proofs described in McCreight et al. [12].

3.1 Specification – L1

We start by formalising what we mean by garbage collection in terms of a heap
represented as a finite partial (*) mapping h where addresses are natural num-
bers. The domain of h is a finite subset of N and the codomain of h consists of
pairs (as, d) where as is a list of addresses and d is some data. The type of heap
h is defined as the following using two type variables null and data. We let null
pointers be of arbitrary type so that later refinements can store data inside null
pointers, which is often done in practice.

N * (N + null) list⇥ data

We define the set of reachable addresses as the smallest inductively defined
set such that a is reachable whenever a is a root or a is pointed to by some
reachable element b. Let set as be the set of non-null addresses in the list as.

a 2 set roots

a 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 set as ^ h(b) = (as, data) ^ b 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 reach (h, roots)

The most abstract notion of garbage collection can now simply be defined
as a function filter which restricts (⌫) the domain of a heap mapping h to only
elements reachable from the root nodes.

filter (h, roots) = (h⌫(reach (h, roots)), roots)

In this paper we consider the verification of a copying garbage collector, i.e.
one which must also have the right to rearrange heap elements. For this we
define a function rename which updates all addresses in h by a given function
f : N ! N. Let map f update all non-null addresses of a list by application of f .

domain (rename f h) = image f (domain h)
(rename f h)(f(x)) = (map f as, d) whenever h(x) = (as, d)

A full GC ought to only keep reachable nodes:

restricts domain of h function to reach set



A moving GC is allowed to rename addresses:

Moving

We are allowed to apply a renaming function.

L3. At the third level of abstraction, we refine the non-deterministic implemen-
tation from L2 into a deterministic function which operates over a more
concrete notion of memory: heap elements now have sizes and temporary
reference cells are stored in memory alongside heap elements.

L4. At the next level, we introduce actual implementation types, e.g. addresses
become real machine addresses (aligned 32-bit words). We also subdivide
memory accesses into individual 32-bit memory reads and writes.

L5. At the lowest level of abstraction, we have the concrete ARM, x86 and
PowerPC machine code. These implementations are automatically synthe-
sised from the L4 implementation using a previously developed compiler
which produces a proof of correspondence for each compilation.

Each refinement is proved correct with respect to the layers above it. The sizes
of the manual proofs are approximately 300, 800 and 700 lines for L1/L2, L2/L3
and L3/L4, respectively. In total these proofs are less than half of the length of
the proofs described in McCreight et al. [12].

3.1 Specification – L1

We start by formalising what we mean by garbage collection in terms of a heap
represented as a finite partial (*) mapping h where addresses are natural num-
bers. The domain of h is a finite subset of N and the codomain of h consists of
pairs (as, d) where as is a list of addresses and d is some data. The type of heap
h is defined as the following using two type variables null and data. We let null
pointers be of arbitrary type so that later refinements can store data inside null
pointers, which is often done in practice.

N * (N + null) list⇥ data

We define the set of reachable addresses as the smallest inductively defined
set such that a is reachable whenever a is a root or a is pointed to by some
reachable element b. Let set as be the set of non-null addresses in the list as.

a 2 set roots

a 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 set as ^ h(b) = (as, data) ^ b 2 reach (h, roots)

a 2 reach (h, roots)

The most abstract notion of garbage collection can now simply be defined
as a function filter which restricts (⌫) the domain of a heap mapping h to only
elements reachable from the root nodes.

filter (h, roots) = (h⌫(reach (h, roots)), roots)

In this paper we consider the verification of a copying garbage collector, i.e.
one which must also have the right to rearrange heap elements. For this we
define a function rename which updates all addresses in h by a given function
f : N ! N. Let map f update all non-null addresses of a list by application of f .

domain (rename f h) = image f (domain h)
(rename f h)(f(x)) = (map f as, d) whenever h(x) = (as, d)Using rename, we define a valid rearrangement as a relation translate�! which relates

two heaps whenever one heap can be converted into the other by applying a
global swap function f , i.e. a function such that f � f = id.

f � f = id

(h, roots) translate�! (rename f h,map f roots)

We can now define that a garbage collection is a relation gc�! which filters
out unreachable heap elements and renames the addresses.

x

gc�! y = (filter x) translate�! y

3.2 Abstract implementation – L2

Our first refinement is to split the single-step implementation of garbage collec-
tion from L1 into a sequence of small step updates, and prove that the transitive
closure of this step update implements L1. The step relation step�! is defined,
below, using three rules that operate over a state which consists of:

h — the heap, a finite partial mapping, mentioned above for L1,
x — address set: completely processed heap elements,
y — address set: moved elements with pointers to not-yet-moved elements,
z — address set: elements that are still to be moved,
f — a function which records where elements have been moved: N ! N

The main operation performed by the collector is to move an element a 2 z

to a new unused location b 62 domain h. The source and target location must not
have been part of earlier move operations, i.e. we must have f(a) = a^f(b) = b.
The new address b is inserted into the set of moved but not complete elements
y, the addresses as stored at h(a) are inserted into the set of addresses to be
moved z and the swap of addresses a $ b is recorded in function f .

a 2 z ^ b 62 domain h ^ f(a) = a ^ f(b) = b ^ h(a) = (as, d)

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[b 7! (as, d)]� {a}, x, y [ {b}, z [ set as, f [a 7! b][b 7! a])

Addresses a that have been moved, i.e. for which f(a) 6= a, but which are still
in the set of addresses that are to be moved z can be deleted from set z.

a 2 z ^ f(a) 6= a

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h, x, y, z � {a}, f)

Once all of the addresses as, stored at some heap location a 2 y, have been
removed from set z, i.e. set as \ z = {}, then we can finalise this heap element
h(a) by updating the addresses as with mapping f and moving address a from
set y to set x.

a 2 y ^ h(a) = (as, d) ^ set as \ z = {}
(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[a 7! (map f as, d)], x [ {a}, y � {a}, z, f)

Define:

Using rename, we define a valid rearrangement as a relation translate�! which relates
two heaps whenever one heap can be converted into the other by applying a
global swap function f , i.e. a function such that f � f = id.

f � f = id

(h, roots) translate�! (rename f h,map f roots)

We can now define that a garbage collection is a relation gc�! which filters
out unreachable heap elements and renames the addresses.

x

gc�! y = (filter x) translate�! y

3.2 Abstract implementation – L2

Our first refinement is to split the single-step implementation of garbage collec-
tion from L1 into a sequence of small step updates, and prove that the transitive
closure of this step update implements L1. The step relation step�! is defined,
below, using three rules that operate over a state which consists of:

h — the heap, a finite partial mapping, mentioned above for L1,
x — address set: completely processed heap elements,
y — address set: moved elements with pointers to not-yet-moved elements,
z — address set: elements that are still to be moved,
f — a function which records where elements have been moved: N ! N

The main operation performed by the collector is to move an element a 2 z

to a new unused location b 62 domain h. The source and target location must not
have been part of earlier move operations, i.e. we must have f(a) = a^f(b) = b.
The new address b is inserted into the set of moved but not complete elements
y, the addresses as stored at h(a) are inserted into the set of addresses to be
moved z and the swap of addresses a $ b is recorded in function f .

a 2 z ^ b 62 domain h ^ f(a) = a ^ f(b) = b ^ h(a) = (as, d)

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[b 7! (as, d)]� {a}, x, y [ {b}, z [ set as, f [a 7! b][b 7! a])

Addresses a that have been moved, i.e. for which f(a) 6= a, but which are still
in the set of addresses that are to be moved z can be deleted from set z.

a 2 z ^ f(a) 6= a

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h, x, y, z � {a}, f)

Once all of the addresses as, stored at some heap location a 2 y, have been
removed from set z, i.e. set as \ z = {}, then we can finalise this heap element
h(a) by updating the addresses as with mapping f and moving address a from
set y to set x.

a 2 y ^ h(a) = (as, d) ^ set as \ z = {}
(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[a 7! (map f as, d)], x [ {a}, y � {a}, z, f)

The specification of a full moving GC: 



Example

Initial heap graph (with roots marked red):

After GC:



Using rename, we define a valid rearrangement as a relation translate�! which relates
two heaps whenever one heap can be converted into the other by applying a
global swap function f , i.e. a function such that f � f = id.

f � f = id

(h, roots) translate�! (rename f h,map f roots)

We can now define that a garbage collection is a relation gc�! which filters
out unreachable heap elements and renames the addresses.

x

gc�! y = (filter x) translate�! y

3.2 Abstract implementation – L2

Our first refinement is to split the single-step implementation of garbage collec-
tion from L1 into a sequence of small step updates, and prove that the transitive
closure of this step update implements L1. The step relation step�! is defined,
below, using three rules that operate over a state which consists of:

h — the heap, a finite partial mapping, mentioned above for L1,
x — address set: completely processed heap elements,
y — address set: moved elements with pointers to not-yet-moved elements,
z — address set: elements that are still to be moved,
f — a function which records where elements have been moved: N ! N

The main operation performed by the collector is to move an element a 2 z

to a new unused location b 62 domain h. The source and target location must not
have been part of earlier move operations, i.e. we must have f(a) = a^f(b) = b.
The new address b is inserted into the set of moved but not complete elements
y, the addresses as stored at h(a) are inserted into the set of addresses to be
moved z and the swap of addresses a $ b is recorded in function f .

a 2 z ^ b 62 domain h ^ f(a) = a ^ f(b) = b ^ h(a) = (as, d)

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[b 7! (as, d)]⌫{a}c, x, y [ {b}, z [ set as, f [a 7! b][b 7! a])

Addresses a that have been moved, i.e. for which f(a) 6= a, but which are still
in the set of addresses that are to be moved z can be deleted from set z.

a 2 z ^ f(a) 6= a

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h, x, y, z � {a}, f)

Once all of the addresses as, stored at some heap location b 2 y, have been
removed from set z, i.e. set as \ z = {}, then we can finalise this heap element
h(b) by updating the addresses as with mapping f and moving address b from
set y to set x.

b 2 y ^ h(b) = (as, d) ^ set as \ z = {}
(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[b 7! (map f as, d)], x [ {b}, y � {b}, z, f)

Using rename, we define a valid rearrangement as a relation translate�! which relates
two heaps whenever one heap can be converted into the other by applying a
global swap function f , i.e. a function such that f � f = id.

f � f = id

(h, roots) translate�! (rename f h,map f roots)

We can now define that a garbage collection is a relation gc�! which filters
out unreachable heap elements and renames the addresses.

x

gc�! y = (filter x) translate�! y

3.2 Abstract implementation – L2

Our first refinement is to split the single-step implementation of garbage collec-
tion from L1 into a sequence of small step updates, and prove that the transitive
closure of this step update implements L1. The step relation step�! is defined,
below, using three rules that operate over a state which consists of:

h — the heap, a finite partial mapping, mentioned above for L1,
x — address set: completely processed heap elements,
y — address set: moved elements with pointers to not-yet-moved elements,
z — address set: elements that are still to be moved,
f — a function which records where elements have been moved: N ! N

The main operation performed by the collector is to move an element a 2 z

to a new unused location b 62 domain h. The source and target location must not
have been part of earlier move operations, i.e. we must have f(a) = a^f(b) = b.
The new address b is inserted into the set of moved but not complete elements
y, the addresses as stored at h(a) are inserted into the set of addresses to be
moved z and the swap of addresses a $ b is recorded in function f .

a 2 z ^ b 62 domain h ^ f(a) = a ^ f(b) = b ^ h(a) = (as, d)

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[b 7! (as, d)]⌫{a}c, x, y [ {b}, z [ set as, f [a 7! b][b 7! a])

Addresses a that have been moved, i.e. for which f(a) 6= a, but which are still
in the set of addresses that are to be moved z can be deleted from set z.

a 2 z ^ f(a) 6= a

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h, x, y, z � {a}, f)

Once all of the addresses as, stored at some heap location b 2 y, have been
removed from set z, i.e. set as \ z = {}, then we can finalise this heap element
h(b) by updating the addresses as with mapping f and moving address b from
set y to set x.

b 2 y ^ h(b) = (as, d) ^ set as \ z = {}
(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[b 7! (map f as, d)], x [ {b}, y � {b}, z, f)

Using rename, we define a valid rearrangement as a relation translate�! which relates
two heaps whenever one heap can be converted into the other by applying a
global swap function f , i.e. a function such that f � f = id.

f � f = id

(h, roots) translate�! (rename f h,map f roots)

We can now define that a garbage collection is a relation gc�! which filters
out unreachable heap elements and renames the addresses.

x

gc�! y = (filter x) translate�! y

3.2 Abstract implementation – L2

Our first refinement is to split the single-step implementation of garbage collec-
tion from L1 into a sequence of small step updates, and prove that the transitive
closure of this step update implements L1. The step relation step�! is defined,
below, using three rules that operate over a state which consists of:

h — the heap, a finite partial mapping, mentioned above for L1,
x — address set: completely processed heap elements,
y — address set: moved elements with pointers to not-yet-moved elements,
z — address set: elements that are still to be moved,
f — a function which records where elements have been moved: N ! N

The main operation performed by the collector is to move an element a 2 z

to a new unused location b 62 domain h. The source and target location must not
have been part of earlier move operations, i.e. we must have f(a) = a^f(b) = b.
The new address b is inserted into the set of moved but not complete elements
y, the addresses as stored at h(a) are inserted into the set of addresses to be
moved z and the swap of addresses a $ b is recorded in function f .

a 2 z ^ b 62 domain h ^ f(a) = a ^ f(b) = b ^ h(a) = (as, d)

(h, x, y, z, f) step�! (h[b 7! (as, d)]⌫{a}c, x, y [ {b}, z [ set as, f [a 7! b][b 7! a])

Addresses a that have been moved, i.e. for which f(a) 6= a, but which are still
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CorrectnessCorrectness. The formal connection between L1 and L2 is summed up in the
following theorem, which states that any execution of the transitive closure of
the step relation step�!⇤, which starts with x = y = {} and z initialised to the
root addresses and ends in a state y = z = {}, is in fact a correct execution of
the garbage collector gc�! defined for L1. The domain of the resulting heap h2 is
restricted to the set of moved addresses x, i.e. h2⌫x.

8h h2 roots x f.

(h, {}, {}, set roots, id) step�!⇤ (h2, x, {}, {}, f) ^ ok heap (h, roots) =)
(h, roots) gc�! (h2⌫x,map f roots)

where ok heap (h, roots) = pointers h [ set roots ✓ domain h

pointers h = { x | 9a as d. x 2 set as ^ h(a) = (as, d) }

Invariant. Instead of delving into the details of our proof, we present the in-
variant inv which allows us to prove the above theorem.

8x s t. inv x s ^ s

step�! t =) inv x t

The full definition of our invariant is shown in Figure 1. It took approximately
one week to get this invariant completely right. We believe that this invariant is
su�ciently independent of the lower-level implementations L3, L4, L5 to be of
use also in verification proofs of significantly di↵erent versions of L3, L4 and L5.
A complete understanding of the invariant is not necessary to follow the rest of
this paper. However, for those who are interested: line 0 defines an abbreviation
old to denote the set of addresses that were originally the domain of h; line 1
states that x and y are disjoint and that f must be its own inverse; line 2 states
that all pointers from within h restricted to addresses x must point to heap
elements in x or y; line 3 ensures that all pointers outside of h restricted to x,
i.e. inside h restricted to the complement of x, are in the set of old addresses;

inv (h0, roots) (h, x, y, z, f) =
0 let old = (domain h [ { a | f(a) 6= a })� (x [ y) in
1 (x \ y = {}) ^ (f � f = id) ^
2 pointers (h⌫x) ✓ x [ y ^
3 pointers (h⌫xc) ✓ old ^
4 pointers (h⌫y) [ set roots ✓ image f (x [ y) [ z ✓ reach (h0, roots) ^
5 (8a. a 2 z =) if f(a) = a then a 2 old else f(a) 2 x [ y) ^
6 (8a. f(a) 6= a =) ¬(a 2 x [ y () f(a) 2 x [ y)) ^
7 (8a. a 2 x [ y () f(a) 6= a ^ a 2 domain h) ^
8 domain h = image f (domain h0) ^
9 (8a as d. f(a) 2 domain h ^ h(f(a)) = (as, d) =)

h0(a) = if f(a) 2 x then (map f as, d) else (as, d))

Fig. 1. The invariant used for proving a connection between L1 and L2.

Correctness theorem:
starts off with roots to-be moved

terminates when nothing left to-do

any such terminating execution is a valid GC execution

Proof: we prove that an invariant is maintained

 and sufficient. Invariant on next slide...
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The lengthy invariant:

Most effort is spent finding the invariant.
First-order prover can automate much of the proof.



Implementation with memory

Next refinement introduces an abstract memory.

line 4 guarantees that elements from x, y and z are reachable; lines 5-6 state
when f is allowed to point into x [ y; line 7 states that x [ y is the set of new
addresses; lines 8-9 ensure that f relates h to h0.

Our proofs using this invariant are relatively small, the proof connecting L1
and L2 is approximately 300 lines long. We achieve this brevity by stating the
invariant in terms of sets and set operations, which leads to subgoals that are
easily discharged using a standard first-order prover [10].

3.3 Implementation with memory – L3

The next refinement introduces a memory which makes the memory layout con-
crete. At this level of abstraction intermediate reference cells, called Ref elements,
keep a record of renaming function f in memory alongside data stored in Block
elements. The memory, we call it m, is a mapping from N to a data-type with
type constructors:

Block (as, l, d) — a block of length l which contains addresses as and data d

Ref a — a reference cell containing the address a

Emp — an empty location or ‘don’t care’

Memory m is a correct representation of h and f whenever, for any a:

m(a) = Block (h(a)) if a 2 domain h

m(a) = Ref (f(a)) if a 62 domain h and f(a) 6= a

m(a) = Emp if a 62 domain h and f(a) = a

Here the type variable data in the type of h has been instantiated to N⇥data to
make h(a) a triple of type: (N + null) list⇥N⇥ data. We will refer to the above
relation between m, h and f as ref mem (h, f,m).

As mentioned above, each m(a) = Block (as, l, data) stores a length l. Based
on this we have a well-formedness criteria which states that the next l memory
locations m(a+1), m(a+2), . . . ,m(a+l) must be Emp.

empty (a, l) m = 8i 2 N. i < l =) m(a + i + 1) = Emp

We formalise this criterion as an inductively defined relation part heap (a, b) m k

which states that the memory locations in the range a...b (we write a...b to mean
{ n 2 N | a  n ^ n < b }) form a well-formed heap containing blocks of data
that have a combined length of k.

part heap (a, a) m 0

m(a) = Block (as, l, data) ^ empty (a, l) m ^ part heap (a + l + 1, b) m k

part heap (a, b) m (l + 1 + k)

(m(a) = Ref i _ m(a) = Emp) ^ part heap (a + 1, b) m k

part heap (a, b) m k

Memory consists of

Relation to small-step relation’s state:

line 4 guarantees that elements from x, y and z are reachable; lines 5-6 state
when f is allowed to point into x [ y; line 7 states that x [ y is the set of new
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block of data, e.g. a cons-cell
record of where data has moved
empty or ‘don’t care’ 



Implementation with memory

move (RHS n, j, m) = (RHS n, j, m)
move (LHS a, j, m) = case m(a) of

Ref i! (LHS i, j, m)
| Block (as, l, d)!

let m = m[a 7! Ref j] in
let m = m[j 7! Block (as, l, d)] in

(LHS j, j + l + 1, m)

move list ([], j, m) = ([], j, m)
move list (r::rs, j, m) =

let (r, j, m) = move (r, j, m) in
let (rs, j, m) = move list (rs, j, m) in

(r::rs, j, m)

readBlock (Block x) = x

cut (i, j) m = �k. if i  k ^ k < j then m j else Emp

loop (i, j, m) =
if i = j then (i, m) else

let (as, l, d) = readBlock (m i) in
let (as, j, m) = move list (as, j, m) in
let m = m[i 7! Block (as, l, d)] in

loop (i + l + 1, j, m)

collector (roots, b, i, e, b2, e2, m) =
1 let (b2, e2, b, e) = (b, e, b2, e2) in
2 let (roots, j, m) = move list (roots, b, m) in
3 let (i, m) = loop (b, j, m) in
4 let m = cut (b, i) m in

(roots, b, i, e, b2, e2, m)

Fig. 2. Implementation at level L3.

Finally, the memory is split into two disjoint spaces, the so called to-space

and from-space. During execution heap blocks are moved from the from-space
into the to-space. The to-space consists of locations b...e and the from-space are
at locations b2...e2.

Our implementation of copying collection is listed in Figure 2. The top-level
function is called collector. We give a brief overview of how it works here. Line
1 flips the meaning of the to-space and the from-space, i.e. what used to be
the to-space is now the from-space. All elements are assumed to lie within the
from-space at this stage. Line 2 then moves all heap elements pointed to by root
addresses into the to-space. Line 3 starts a loop which moves all other reachable
elements from the from-space into the to-space. Finally line 4 overwrites the
entire from-space with ‘don’t care’ elements Emp.
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Correctness theorem:

Correctness

Correctness. We have proved that our implementation at level L3, listed in
Figure 2, is correct with respect to our definition at level L1, via L2. In order
to state this formally, we define ok mem heap to assert what su�ces as a valid
initial/final state of memory as follows. Line 1: the heap must be split into two
disjoint semi-heaps, b . . . e and b2 . . . e2, of equal size, with an index i into heap
b . . . e. Line 2: the memory inside of b...i must form a well-formed heap and all
other parts of the heap are empty. And line 3: the memory m must be related
to some well-formed heap h according to ref mem and ok heap.

ok mem heap (h, roots) (b, i, e, b2, e2, m) =
1 b  i  e ^ b2  e2 ^ e2 � b2 = e� b ^ (e < b2 _ e2 < b) ^
2 (9k. part heap (b, i) m k) ^ (8a. a 62 b...i =) m(a) = Emp) ^
3 ref mem (h, id) m ^ ok heap (h, roots)

The guarantee for the final state is slightly stronger: the final state satisfies
part heap (b, i) m (i� b). Let precise (b, i, . . . , m) = part heap (b, i) m (i� b).

The correctness of our L3 implementation is now stated as the following theo-
rem: for any valid initial state x, which is related to high-level state (h, roots), an
execution of collector produces a state y, for which there exists a corresponding
abstract heap h2 such that our top-level definition of garbage collection ( gc�!)
relates the initial heap h to the new heap h2.

8h roots roots2 x y.

ok mem heap (h, roots) x ^ collector (roots, x) = (roots2, y) =)
9h2. ok mem heap (h2, roots2) y ^ (h, roots) gc�! (h2, roots2) ^ precise y

The presence of precise y is important for proving allocation correct, Section 4.

Invariant. We will again not go into details of the correctness proof, but instead
only explain the invariant which was used for the proof. Our invariant, called
mem inv, was used for proving the following property of the main loop:

mem inv (h0, roots0, h, f) (b, i, j, e, b2, e2, m, pointers (h⌫(i...j))) ^
loop (i, j,m) = (i2, m2) =)
9h2 f2. mem inv (h0, roots0, h2, f2) (b, i2, i2, e, b2, e2, m2, {}) ^

j  i2 ^ 8a. f(a) 6= a =) f2(a) = f(a)

The definition of our invariant mem inv is listed in Figure 3. The main idea
behind this invariant should be clear from lines 5 and 6. They state that memory
m is a refinement of (h, f) and that (h, f) is related, through the reflexive-
transitive closure of step�!, to an initial state (h0,roots0) which satisfies ok heap.
Lines 2–4 are less interesting; they ensure that the memory is correctly organised.
Line 1 states that the heap is split into two semi-heaps, and that i and j are
indexes in the to-heap.

3.4 Implementation with concrete types – L4

The previous refinements layer, called L3, produced an implementation with
memory and concrete memory layout of the heap. However, L3 made no com-
mitment to how memory elements, Block and Ref, are to be represented in actual

for any execution of implementation...

specification is met

if abstract state is correctly represented, then ...

some new abstract heap exists such that ...

Proof: again uses a lengthy invariant

mem inv (h0, roots0, h, f) (b, i, j, e, b2, e2, m, z) =
1 b  i  j  e ^ (e < b2 _ e2 < b) ^
2 (8a. a 62 b2...e2 [ b...j =) m(a) = Emp) ^
3 part heap (b, i) m (i� b) ^ part heap (i, j) m (j � i) ^
4 (9k. part heap (b2, e2) m k ^ k  e� j) ^
5 ref mem (h, f) m ^ ok heap (h0, roots0) ^
6 (h0, {}, {}, set roots0, id) step�!⇤ (h, domain h \ (b...i), domain h \ (i...j), z, f)

Fig. 3. The invariant which relates implementations L3 with L2.

memory. In this layer, called L4, we make all types concrete: addresses and data
are bit strings and memory is a partial function from machine addresses (aligned
32-bit words) to 32-bit words.

We choose to represent each Block as a sequence of 32-bit words. The header
word contains a 22-bit number n which contains the length of the payload (a
list of 32-bit words: w1, w2, . . . , wn), an 8-bit field for data called the tag, and a
1-bit field b which indicates whether the payload consists of data, in case b = 0,
or addresses, in case b = 1. The header is followed by the payload.

[n.tag.1.b], [w1], [w2], [w3], . . . , [wn]

We also allow data to be stored into ‘null-addresses’. A 32-bit word appearing
in the place of an address but which is not word-aligned (i.e. not a multiple of
four) is considered to be data. The reason for why this works with the abstraction
layers above is that we left the type of null addresses as a type variable null, as
mentioned at the start.

Our garbage collector is implemented at level L4 as a functional program
which uses only concrete machine types. An extract of the lengthy implementa-
tion is listed in Figure 4, which shows the L4 implementation mx move of the
function move from level L3 (i.e. the code which copies a Block element from
the from-heap to the to-heap). The first test, r2 & 3 6= 0, tests whether the ad-
dress is a real address (not a null-address). The second test, r4 & 3 = 0, checks
whether the word that was read from memory is a header of a Block element or
a references cell Ref. If the first word is the header of a Block element then we
copy over the payload using the tail-recursive function mc move loop.

Correctness. The correctness of the L4 implementation is stated concisely in
the following theorem: if level L3 state y is related to level L4 state z then an
execution of the L3 function collector on y is related to L4 function mc collector
applied to z. The definition of ok mc heap will be presented below.

8x y z. ok mc heap x y z =) ok mc heap x (collector y) (mc collector z)

most is trivial book-keeping
(where/how state is repr.)

reason for correctness inherited



Some assembly code

tst r2, #3 test ecx, 3 andi. 0, 2, 3
bne L0 jne L0 bne L0
ldr r4, [r2] mov ebx, [ecx] lwz 4, 0(2)
tst r4, #3 test ebx, 3 andi. 0, 4, 3
streq r4, [r1] jne L2 bne L2
beq L0 mov [eax], ebx stw 4, 0(1)
str r3, [r1] jmp L0 b L0
str r4, [r3] L2: mov [eax], edx L2: stw 3, 0(1)
str r3, [r2], #4 mov [edx], ebx stw 4, 0(3)
mov r4, r4, LSR #10 mov [ecx], edx stw 3, 0(2)
add r3, r3, #4 shr ebx, 10 srawi 4, 4, 10

L1: cmp r4, #0 add edx, 4 addi 3, 3, 4
beq L0 add ecx, 4 addi 2, 2, 4
ldr r5, [r2] L1: cmp ebx, 0 L1: cmplwi 4,0
sub r4, r4, #1 je L0 beq L0
add r2, r2, #4 mov edi, [ecx] lwz 5, 0(2)
str r5, [r3] dec ebx addi 4, 4, -1
add r3, r3, #4 add ecx, 4 addi 2, 2, 4
b L1 mov [edx], edi stw 5, 0(3)

L0: add edx, 4 addi 3, 3, 4
jmp L1 b L1

L0: L0:

Fig. 6. Verified ARM, x86 and PowerPC code, respectively, for mc move from Figure 4.

mc move (r1, r2, r3, g) accurately describes the value of registers 1, 3 and mem-
ory. This is stated in terms of a machine-code Hoare triple [14], and conditioned
on an automatically generated precondition mc move pre.

8r1 r2 r3 g p.

mc move pre (r1, r2, r3, g) =)
{ r1 r1 ⇤ r2 r2 ⇤ r3 r3 ⇤ r4 ⇤ r5 ⇤memory g ⇤ s ⇤ pc p }
p : E3120003 1A000010 E5924000 E3140003 05814000 0A00000C E5813000

E5834000 E5823000 E1A04524 E2833004 E2822004 E3540000 15925000

12444001 12822004 15835000 12833004 1AFFFFF8

{ let (r1, r3, g) = mc move (r1, r2, r3, g) in

r1 r1 ⇤ r2 ⇤ r3 r3 ⇤ r4 ⇤ r5 ⇤memory g ⇤ s ⇤ pc (p+76) }

We have used our proof-producing compiler to compile the top-level L4 func-
tion mc collector into ARM, x86 and PowerPC code. Each of the resulting certifi-
cate theorems are conditioned on a precondition mc collector pre. This precondi-
tion simply asserts that each memory access was done properly, no load/store to
unaligned addresses. We have proved that these preconditions are always met:

8x y z. ok mc heap x y z =) mc collector pre z

ARM x86 PowerPC

mc move loop (r2, r3, r4, g) =
if r4 = 0 then (r2, r3, r4, g) else

let r5 = g(r2) in
let r4 = r4 � 1 in
let r2 = r2 + 4 in
let g = g[r3 7! r5] in
let r3 = r3 + 4 in

mc move loop (r2, r3, r4, g)

mc move (r1, r2, r3, g) =
if (r2 & 3 6= 0) then (r1, r3, g) else

let r4 = g(r2) in
if r4 & 3 = 0 then

let g = g[r1 7! r4] in
(r1, r3, g)

else
let g = g[r1 7! r3] in
let g = g[r3 7! r4] in
let g = g[r2 7! r3] in
let r4 = r4 � 10 in
let r3 = r3 + 4 in
let r2 = r2 + 4 in
let (r2, r3, r4, g) = mc move loop (r2, r3, r4, g) in

(r1, r3, g)

Fig. 4. Part of the implementation at level L4.

Invariant. In order to keep our statements and proofs clean and concise even at
this low-level of abstraction, we will use some light-weight separation logic [15]
for memory assertions. We need the separating conjunction ⇤, which we define
over sets: p ⇤ q is true for set s if s can be partitioned into two sets t and u such
that p holds for t and q holds for u.

(p ⇤ q) s = 9t u. p t ^ q u ^ t [ u = s ^ t \ u = {}

Now let fun2set map a partial function to a set of pairs, let one (x, y) assert the
value of a pair in such a set, and let emp assert that the set is empty:

fun2set g = { (a, g(a)) | a 2 domain g }
one (x, y) = �s. (s = {(x, y)})

emp = �s. (s = {})
hbi = �s. (s = {}) ^ b

With these we can define ref, in Figure 5, which allows us to state that
segments of L3 memory m are present in L4 memory g, e.g. the following line
states that memory locations b...e and b2...e2 from memory m are represented
correctly in L4 memory g, i.e. both halves of the heap are correctly represented.

(ref (b, e) m ⇤ ref (b2, e2) m ⇤ p) (fun2set g)

Decompilation produces functions, e.g.

Carefully written code for other 
architectures (x86, PowerPC etc.)
decompiles to the same function 
in logic. Proof reuse!

one proves this implements abstract version



A glimpse at CakeML’s pointers

for both 64- and 32-bit architectures forces us to be flexible with
the details of the data representation.

We opt for an informal description of the specifics of the repre-
sentation of BVP’s values in WORDLANG. Our convention is to use
word values with a least significant bit of zero for values that the
GC is not to treat as pointers (i.e., small numbers, empty Blocks
and code pointers). We chose zero because it allows addition and
subtraction of small numbers to be performed directly on the word
values. Similarly, we arrange the assembler to 2-byte align all la-
bels so that Loc values are all represented (further down) with zero
as the least significant bit.

Pointers can carry information. Each pointer has a least signif-
icant bit of 1, followed by a length field, a tag field, some zero
padding and finally the actual address of the pointer.

0 . . . 00110011101 00 01 010 1

length
tag

padding
address value marker

Example pointer value:

The lengths of the padding-, length- and tag-fields are config-
urable and can be set to zero, i.e., removing them from the repre-
sentation. The padding helps remove extra shift instructions. Each
pointer dereference uses shifts to remove the extra information
around the pointer value. One (logical) right shift deletes the ex-
tra information. An additional left shift is required to word align
the address value in case there aren’t enough zero padding bits (3
for 64-bit and 2 for 32-bit) for the first shift to leave behind.

The length and tag fields are used for storing information about
the object pointed to. These fields are used in the implementation
of BVP primitives used by pattern matching: if the tag and length
values to be checked are small enough to fit in these fields, then no
pointer dereference is needed. Values that exceed the capacity of
the small length and tag fields of pointers are represented as a bit
pattern of all ones.

Currently, elements on the heap are represented by a header
word followed by the payload of the heap element. The header con-
tains information of what kind of heap element it is. For example,
the header of a Block element:

• tells the GC that the payload is garbage collectable values, and
• contains the tag and length of the Block.

At the time of writing, we are considering dropping the header
from the memory representation in cases where the tag and length
fields of pointers carry all the necessary information. Such an
optimisation would save space for many common constructors, e.g.
list-cons is likely to be represented as two words in memory as
opposed to the current three.

7. Register allocation

Once data abstraction has been removed, the compiler runs instruc-
tion selection, an SSA-like variable transformation, and register al-
location. We describe these transformations next.

In our context—a functional language with a copying garbage
collector—verifying register allocation is more complicated than
usual. The GC affects the situation via a combination of circum-
stances:

• The GC looks for roots in the stack as part of its operation.
• The order in which these roots are processed affects the output

of our copying GC. A new order can result in a different output.
• The exact order of the roots on the stack is determined by the

register allocator when it gives names to spilled variables.

• The verification proof for the register allocator does not have
direct access to invariants from the BVP-to-WORD proof, which
imply that any order will do.

In what follows, we explain how we have used a semantic device,
which we call a permute oracle, to communicate that any order
picked by the register allocator will do for the overall proof.

7.1 Permute oracle

The WORDLANG semantics has a component called the permute
oracle which allows us to influence the order in which the GC
primitive sees its roots. Briefly speaking, we use this oracle to
control variable orderings on the stack in WORDLANG so that we can
decouple reasoning about an abstract GC function from its concrete
implementation in STACKLANG (the language after WORDLANG).
Formally, a permutation oracle is an infinite sequence of bijections
between natural numbers (i.e. WORDLANG variable names).

Stack frames in WORDLANG are created when a caller function
needs to give up control to its callee: it saves the local variables it
needs onto the stack and pops them off when control is returned4.
To create a stack frame, the locals are first reduced down to the
set of variables that need to be saved, then they are sorted by
variable names to get a list of pairs of variable names and their
values. The head of the permutation oracle is popped and used to
permute this sorted list by index, and the resulting list is added to
the WORDLANG stack as a new stack frame. The semantics uses the
following functions to push a stack frame onto the stack. Here the
option indicates whether an exception handler is to be pushed, and
the list_rearrange function permutes a list according to a given
function.

env_to_list env bij_seq =
let mover = bij_seq 0;

permute = (�n. bij_seq (n + 1));
l = toAList env ;
l = sort key_val_compare l ;
l = list_rearrange mover l

in

(l ,permute)

push_env env None s =
let (l ,p) = env_to_list env s.permute
in

s with

<|stack := StackFrame l None::s.stack; permute := p|>

push_env env (Some (w ,h,l1,l2)) s =
let (l ,p) = env_to_list env s.permute;

h = Some (s.handler,l1,l2)
in

s with

<|stack := StackFrame l h::s.stack; permute := p;
handler := len s.stack|>

The presence of this oracle component in WORDLANG is best
motivated by considering the adjacent correctness theorems. For
brevity, we only show the general shape of these theorems. We also
annotate each of the evaluation and compilation functions with the
first letter of the associated languages.

For compilation from BVP into WORDLANG (BVP-to-WORD),
we want to show that it is correct regardless of the order in which
the GC visits the roots. This is controlled by the order in which
values appear on the stack, and therefore, by how we permute the
values when creating stack frames. Hence, in the theorem below,
we prove that BVP-to-WORD is correct for all choices of permuta-

4 We treat calls to the GC similarly so that the it only needs to look at the
stack for the root set.
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Configurable data representation:

These can be left outThese can be left outThese can be left out

Speeds up pattern 
matching, if present

	  	  v	  =	  
	  	  	  	  Number	  int	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  Word64	  word64	  
	  	  |	  Block	  num	  (v	  list)	  	  	  
	  	  |	  CodePtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  |	  RefPtr	  num	  	  	  	  	  	  “the tag”



What we learnt

A verified GC is needed.

Remember:  separate complex algorithm proofs from 
implementation proofs (to keep sane and enable reuse)

ML compilers cannot preserve semantics completely:

machine_semantics	  (compile	  prog)	  	  
	  	  ∈	  extend_with_resource_limit	  (semantics	  prog)

We add get-out clause to simulation theorems:

evaluate	  code	  s1	  =	  (res,s2)	  ∧	  res	  ≠	  Rfail	  ∧	  
state_rel	  s1	  t1	  ⇒	  
∃t2	  res2.	  evaluate	  (compile	  code)	  t1	  =	  (res2,t2)	  ∧	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (state_rel	  s2	  t2	  ∧	  res2	  =	  res	  ∨	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  res2	  =	  RHitHardLimit	  ∧	  t2.IO	  isPrefix	  s2.IO)



Extra:  discussion about top-level theorem

machine_semantics	  (compile	  prog)	  	  
	  	  ∈	  extend_with_resource_limit	  (semantics	  prog)


